
Work in Progress on a Vision{Based RobotiSystem: Visual{Hapti Attention andAumulation of Objet RepresentationsNorbert Kr�uger, Daniel Wendor�, Gerald SommerLehrstuhl f�ur kognitive Systeme, Institut f�ur Informatik,Christian{Albrehts{Universit�at zu KielPreusserstrasse 1-9, 24105 Kiel, Germanynkrfdw,gsg�ks.informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstratIn this paper, two modules of a behavior based roboti{vision system are desribed: Avisual and hapti attention mehanism, and an aumulation algorithm to extrat stableobjet representations within a pereption{ation yle.1 IntrodutionThe aim of our researh is the design and implementation of an ative vision system oupledwith a robot arm (see �gure 1a) whih is able to reognise and grasp objets with autonomouslylearned representations. The system shall gain robot ontrol over new objets (i.e., grasp a newobjet in a sene) by an instintive and rudimentary behavior pattern and use the ontrol overthe objet to aumulate a representation of the objet and �nally apply these representationsto robustly trak, grasp and reognise the objet in a omplex sene. Here we desribe twomodules of suh a system and we give an overview about urrent and future researh.The design of our system is guided by a behavior based paradigm (see [2, 11℄) in a dual sense.Firstly, to perform a ertain ation we may only need to extrat a minimum of information (e.g.,to �xate and zoom we do not need any shape information in our system). This is pereptionfor ation. Seondly, by ative intervention we an make tasks easier for pereption (e.g., inour system �xating and zooming potentially failitates grasping or, as another example, robotontrol over the objet helps for the extration of objet representations). This is ation forpereption. Usually both aspets | pereption for ation and ation for pereption | ourtogether in a so alled pereption{ation yle (PAC) [5, 12℄, i.e., pereption and ation supporteah other and depend on eah other permanently.We think that a omplex vision{based system an not start to learn without some kindof prior knowledge [3, 6℄. It an neither be a fully predetermined system, beause the worldwithin it operates is too omplex that algorithms whih solve diÆult tasks ould be formalisedexpliitly. Nor an it be a fully undetermined struture beause the spae of possible algorithmsto be explored is muh too large. Therefore, a ertain amount of a priori knowledge has tobe built in a omplex vision system to guide learning. We think that an important part ofthis knowledge are basi ompetenes (as introdued here), neessary to start a bootstrappingproess in whih more omplex ompetenes an be established.In this paper, two modules of suh a system are desribed: A visual and hapti attentionmehanism, and an aumulation algorithm to extrat stable objet representations within aPAC. In the �rst module (desribed in setion 2) the system direts its attention to new ob-jets and manipulates the ative omponents (i.e., ameras and grasper) suh that a situation isahieved in whih grasping beomes easier: grasper and objet appear in the entre of a zoomed
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Figure 1: a) Ative binoular head with robot arm. bi-biv) Images of a person entering thesene, putting an objet into the sene and leaving the sene. ) Graph indiating a dynamiperiod by the magnitude of di�erenes between images. d-h) Stereo images: d) Di�erene imagebefore and after the dynami period e) Similarities of a Gabor jet extrated from the entre ofgravity in the left image to the jets extrated from other pixel positions of the di�erene area.Maxima are de�ned as orresponding points. �) Fixation of the new objet. �i) Similaritiesof the Gabor jets for �ne tuning of �xation. �ii) Fixation after a seond amera ation. g)Movement of the robot arm to a position near the objet. h) Zoom.stereo image pair (see �gure 1h). In this situation grasping of the objet an be performed usingonly relative positions between grasper and objet. The high resolution allows to auratelyextrat 3D{Information about the relative position and orientation of grasper and objet bystereo. Our attention module is ombined by a number of more primitive ompetenes suhas detetion of a new objet, �xation, reognition of the objet under ontrolled onditions,movement of the grasper, zoom et. Note that our attention mehanism is planned not to beonly vision{based. We are urrently redeveloping a hapti sensor [10℄ whih allows to explorean objet haptially. Therefore, our attention mehanism potentially fouses visual and hap-ti attention to the new objet. The visual{hapti attention mehanism is to a wide degreepredetermined but also ontains adaptable omponents: The grasper is permantly traked bythe system. The information of motor ommands and traking results allows a self{alibrationduring the pereption{ation yle.The seond module (roughly skethed in setion 3) uses ontrol over the objet to extrata stable representation. We aount for the vagueness of semanti information extrated fromsingle images by assigning on�denes to this information and aumulating this informationover an image sequene of a ontrolled moving objet. Although the information extrated fromsingle images ontains errors (see the representations on the left hand side of �gure 2) a morestable representation an be ahieved by ombining information from di�erent images (see righthand side of �gure 2). Beause the objet an hange its position and orientation | and thishange might be wanted beause another view of the objet gives new information whih might



not be extratable from former ones | we fae the orrespondene problem: Correspondenesbetween entities desribing the objet in di�erent images (or 3D interpretations extrated fromstereo images) are not known. However, the parameters of motion are known sine the robotmanipulates the objet and the transformations of entities an be ompensated for eah frameof the sequene. Knowing the orrespondenes, an algorithm an be applied to update andimprove the objet representation iteratively within a PAC.In its urrent state, only these two modules are fully implemented. However, in setion 4we give a short overview about our urrent and future researh aiming at a omplete system.One important aspet of the design of a omplex behavior based vision system is the intera-tion of modules developed by di�erent people within one software pakage to derive omplexompetenes from the ombination of more primitive ompetenes. We are urrently developinga C++{library (KiViGraP, Kieler Vision and Grasping Projet) in whih this interation isgoing to our (for details see [9℄).2 Ahieving Tatile Contat by Vision{based Pereption{AtionCylesOur basi behavior to gain tatile ontat with a new objet an be divided into a number ofmore simple ompetenes (desribed below). The behavior pattern an be understood to a widedegree as a reex ation: The system \aims" to get in ontat to new objets to explore themvisually and haptially. Going even further, it \aims" to grasp the objet using a rudimentaryrepresentation to learn a more sophistiated and eÆient representation (see setion 3). Duringrobot ations a permanent traking of the grasper allows to permanently realibrate the system.The module desribed in this setion is going to initiate a situation in whih grasping andtatile exploration is failitated. Sine for the aumulation sheme (setion 3) it is essentialthat the system has physial ontrol over the objet, the module desribed in this setion anbe understood as part of a bootstrapping proess, that (one the system's experiene has beengrown) an be substituted by or transformed into a more goal{oriented behavior pattern. How-ever, the bridge between ahieving tatile ontat and grasping has not yet been built and ispart of urrent researh.In the following we desribe some submodules used to ahieve tatile ontat. The modulesdesribed here are not understood to be performed in a sequential proess but as ompeteneswhih interat with eah other (e.g., traking and self{alibration) and whih an be applied andmixed in a goal oriented manner. It is likely that at the very beginning of the bootstrappingproess the struture and relations of the ompetenies are more predetermined than after aperiod of adaptation.� Detetion of a new objet and detetion of a suitable time interval for robotation: A new objet is deteted by the di�erene in eah of the two stereo images beforeand after a dynami period, i.e., a period in whih people or other objets enter the sene(see �gure 1bi{iv). For reasons of grasping suess and maintaining safety for peopleinterating with the robot, it is neessary not to intervene in a dynami situation. Thesystem searhes for a new objet when a dynami period oured | a person puts a newobjet into the sene | followed by a stable period | the person leaves the sene (see�gure 1bi{iv). Figure 1 shows a graph indiating the dynami in a sene. During aperiod in whih the graph shows high values the robot is not allowed to intervene. Thebehavior pattern, responsible for robot and people safety an be understood as a permanent(self)protetion expert whih restrits all other robot proesses.� Fixation, approahing and zooming: In ase of detetion of a hange in the images



before and after the dynami period we �xate the new objet. The internal amera pa-rameters of our binoular amera-head are alibrated at an initialisation stage. Then thesystem realibrates itself after a movement by omputing the new projetion parametersfrom the motion ommands given to the amera head. This realibration is relativelystable even after a number of movements.The two areas whih represent di�erenes in the image (or more preisely their entreof gravity) give us two orresponding points for whih we an ompute a 3D{positionwith our alibrated system. Knowing its 3D{position we ould easily �xate the objetand then doing the 3D{estimation. However, sine the orrespondene of two objets isde�ned by the entre of gravity of areas (whih might not be very preise), the system mayadditionally use information about similarities within a small area around our di�ereneareas. We ompare image pathes (with a method similar to [8℄ based on Gabor waveletsand jets) to �nd more preise orrespondenes in the two stereo images (see �gure 1e).The system an ahieve a higher robustness by iterativeley omputing the distane of theobjet and the image enter after �xation. Note that these distanes also an be used as ameasure for the performane of the system, i.e., an also be used in a more global feedbakloop to optimize the system.Finally, the robot arm is moved to a position near the omputed 3D{position of the objet(see �gure 1g) and the system an perform a zoom to get a higher resolution of both, theobjet and the grasper (see �gure 1h).� Reognizing grasper and objet and performing a seond move (not fully im-plemented): After ahieving higher resolution, we an analyse the relative position ofobjet and grasper (see �gure 1�{iii). In ase that the system was not able to ahievetatile ontat (whih an now be heked visually and haptially), the system an repeatmoves of the grasper to approah the objet. Note that after �xating and zooming wehave redued the mathing problem (�nding grasper and objet) signi�antly. Further-more, sine we an manipulate the grasper, it is not neessary to searh for an arbitraryaspet of the grasper but its urrent 2D{aspet an be atively ontrolled.In a further step the objet has to be grasped. Sine our grasper allows to determinethe suess of grasping by measuring the width of the jaws after grasping, a repetition ofgrasping an be performed in ase of non{suess. Furthermore, this measure of suessan be used as feedbak on a more global learning level.� Traking and self{alibration: The system is equipped with a permanent grasper{traking mehanism whih is also based on the jet{representation in [8℄. The 2D{trakingresults and the motion parameters given to the robot an be ompared to realibrate thesystem by a simple update rule. It seems to be important that alibration does not onlyour at the beginning of a proess (often with an arti�ial alibration pattern) but isperformed permanently during the normal pereption{ation yle. Therefore, we have tofae the traking of the grasper in our quite unontrolled environment. This is known asa very hard mathing task whih we are able to solve even with our rudimentary objetrepresentation by allowing only 'sure' mathes to be used for self{alibration (for details see[14℄). Here again, the system's ability to measure the suess of performing ompetenesis of signi�ant importane.



Figure 2: left) top: left and right image of an objet. bottom: the projeted 3D representa-tion extrated from the stereo images. middle) Two pairs of stereo images (top: left ameraimage, middle: right amera image) and the the projeted 3D representation (bottom). right)Projeted 3D Representation aumulated over a set of stereo images. The system's on�denefor the presene of line segments is represented as grey value (Dark values represent high on�-denes).3 Aumulation of Inaurate Information to a Robust ObjetRepresentationAfter grasping the objet, an aumulation sheme an be applied to extrat a representationof the objet. Our aumulation algorithm an be de�ned independently of the entities usedto represent objets. The algorithm also is independent of the onrete equivalene relationor transformation used to de�ne orrespondenes. It only requires an objet representation byertain entities for whih a metri is de�ned and to whih ertain transformations or equivalenerelations (here a rigid body motion) an be applied. The basi idea of the sheme is that for eahentity a on�dene is updated. This on�dene inreases when orrespondenes under the knowntransformation an be found in many frames. This aumulation algorithm is an extension ofan algorithm introdued in [7℄ whih has only dealt with 2D representation and translationalmotion. Figure 2 shows the appliation of this sheme to representations onsisting of 3D line{segments extrated from stereo images. For these entities the hange of the transformation anda metri an be omputed expliitly (for details see [1℄).In this sheme, an entity (here, a 3D line segment) is regarded to be existent only if it hasaumulated on�dene over time, or more preise, it is understood as an invariant entity inthe time{spae ontinuum under the equivalene relation 'rigid body motion'. Therefore aninterpretation (as a 3D{line segment) is grounded in its hange under the ontrolled movementof the objet: the entity '3D{line segment' establishes itself only if it has been reon�rmed withinthe pereption{ation yle. Our ansatz is therefore related to the so alled symbol groundingproblem (see [4℄), i.e., to the problem to assign meaning to abstrat entities. Here 'meaning'an be interpreted as an observable and foreseeable hange under a self{performed motion.4 Ongoing and future researhWe have introdued two basi ompetenes of an objet reognition and manipulation system.In both modules pereption and ation are tightly intertwined within pereption{ation yles



[5, 12℄.Important omponents of suh a system are still missing, suh as performing grasping of theobjet after the visual and hapti attention mehanism. However, for suh a grasp the attentionmehanism gives a good starting point, beause we have only to operate with relative positionsand sine we gained high resolution of the important aspets of the sene by ative ontrol ofthe amera. Furthermore, we intend to also use hapti information for performing the grasp.A further important problem is the appliation of our extrated representations to reognitionand grasping tasks. As a �rst step, we ould suessfully apply an aumulated representationto the traking problem using the pose estimation algorithm in [13℄.We argue that gaining ontrol over the objet by grasping is a helpful prerequisite for theextration of objet representations. Correspondenes, neessary for aumulation, an be om-puted sine the system has ontrol over the objet. Furthermore, the system an deide by itselfwhen the aumulation proess shall stop, i.e. when a satisfatorial representation has beenahieved. Furthermore, it an move the objet in a position in whih aumulation beomeseasier (for example with homogeneous bakground).We �nd the design of a vision{based robot system in whih basi ompetenes (suh asintrodued here) interat with eah other to derive more omplex behavior patterns is a hal-lenging and demanding perspetive. It desires the integration of di�erent disiplines suh asrobotis, omputer vision, signal proessing and statistial learning as well as the integration ofsoftware developed by di�erent people. Finally, the suess of suh a system should be measuredempirially.Referenes[1℄ M. Akermann. Akkumulieren von Objektrepr�asentationen im Wahrnehmungs{Handlungs Zyklus.Christian{Albrehts Universit�at zu Kiel, Institut f�ur Informatik und praktishe Mathematik (Diplomarbeit),2000.[2℄ R.A. Brooks. Intelligene without reason. International Joint Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene, pages569{595, 1991.[3℄ S. Geman, E. Bienenstok, and R. Doursat. Neural networks and the bias/variane dilemma. Neural Com-putation, 4:1{58, 1995.[4℄ S. Harnad. The symbol grounding problem. Physia, D(42):335{346, 1990.[5℄ J.J Koenderink. Wehsler's vision: An essay review of omputational vision by Harry Wehsler. EologialPsyhology, 4:121|128, 1992.[6℄ N. Kr�uger. Visual Learning with a priori Constraints (Phd Thesis). Shaker Verlag, Germany, 1998.[7℄ N. Kr�uger and G. Peters. Orassyll: Objet reognition with autonomously learned and sparse symboli rep-resentations based on metrially organized loal line detetors. Computer Vision and Image Understanding,77, 2000.[8℄ M. Lades, J.C. Vorbr�uggen, J. Buhmann, J. Lange, C. von der Malsburg, R.P. W�urtz, and W. Konen.Distortion invariant objet reognition in the dynamik link arhiteture. IEEE Transations on Computers,42(3):300{311, 1993.[9℄ KiViGraP (Homepage of the Kieler Vision and Grasping Projet). http://www.ks.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~kivi/kivi.html.[10℄ Peer Shmidt. Entwiklung und Aufbau von taktiler Sensorik f�ur eine Roboterhand. Institut f�ur Neuroin-formatik Bohum (Internal Report), 2000.[11℄ G. Sommer. Verhaltensbasierter Entwurf tehnisher visueller Systeme. K�unstlihe Intelligenz, 3:42{45, 1995.[12℄ G. Sommer. Algebrai aspets of designing behaviour based systems. In G. Sommer and J.J. Koenderink,editors, Algebrai Frames for the Pereption and Ation Cyle, pages 1{28. Springer Verlag, 1997.[13℄ G. Sommer, B. Rosenhahn, and Y. Zang. Pose estimation using geometri onstraints. Tehnisher Beriht(Institut f�ur Informatik und Praktishe Mathematik, Christian{Albrehts{Universit�at zu Kiel), 2000.[14℄ D. Wendor�. Diplomarbeit (in progress).


